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enable rational decisions that reduce human, economic and environmental losses,

and also maximize socioeconomic opportunities.
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A holistic approach

Earth-system sciences, mitigation and adaptation strategies require a suite of diagnostic and prediction models, and services. The proposed approach is:

**Spatially and Temporally Continuous**, spanning highly-localized cloud systems to global circulations, from minutes to millennia; linking mesoscale weather life cycles and climate variability and change.

**Integrated Across the Disciplines** of physics, mathematics, biology, chemistry, social and decision sciences, and their Earth-system elements.

**Coordinated and Supported** across academic institutions, government research and service agencies, private enterprise providers, hazard risk-reduction and adaptation agencies, and humanitarian organizations.

**Bridges Political Boundaries**, municipalities to nations to the world.

Socioeconomic and environmental requirements play a leading role in the design and implementation of a new generation of science-based global to regional early-warning and planning systems.
Community perspectives for accelerating advances in weather, climate and Earth-system monitoring, prediction and services.
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Is there a willingness, readiness and capacity to establish an Earth-system Prediction Initiative to provide the research and services required to accelerate advances in weather, climate and Earth-system prediction, and the use of this information by global and national societies?
It will take a decade or longer to achieve the ambitious goals detailed in the four BAMS papers, Belmont Report, and recent parallel articles and reports.

We must convey the excitement and timely opportunity for young scientists to embrace a multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary approach to the scientific challenges before them and society. Most are resistant to take on this challenge, as it involves a higher degree of career risk than traditional single discipline research. They take the position that, "Socioeconomic engagement/applications are not of great interest to me. People can read my papers and apply my results".

Agency leaders are moving in this new direction.

Curiosity-driven science is no longer the leading justification for initiating and supporting major new Earth-system programs.

Elder scientists and can pioneer the pathway, but only if there is an overwhelming community commitment to embark on this journey.
Vulnerability: UK Floods July 2007
Irish Resiliency
Food crisis spreads across the globe

Rising food prices have transformed food into an international political issue. Riots have erupted in Egypt, Haiti and Bangladesh. People fought over bags of rice in West Africa. The causes and the solutions to the food crisis are complex.
In order for weather, climate and earth-system information to impact socioeconomic activities, several elements must be attained:

- **Content:** accuracy and precision in space and time with relevance of product information to the users
- **Distribution:** product dissemination on spatial and temporal scales sufficient for action
- **Communication:** product formats that users can comprehend and interpret
- **Recognition:** recognition by users that the information has value
- **Response:** actions taken by users in response to the information

These elements are links along a chain of action. If any one link is broken, then the impact and the value of the weather/climate information will be diminished. Socioeconomic research and its applications can identify weaknesses in these links and lead to the development of new methods for enhancing the use and value of weather and climate information.
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Despite everything the U.S. has seen during this year’s hurricane season, and the mandatory evacuation orders issued by state officials, only about 10 percent of residents in the Florida Keys chose to evacuate. “We had law enforcement encouraging people to leave, but unfortunately we cannot make them go,” said Irene Toner, director of emergency management for Monroe County, which includes the Florida Keys. “We are very discouraged about the low number of people evacuated.”
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The scientific and technological expertise to realise quantum advances in monitoring and predicting atmospheric and oceanic circulations and the two-way interactions with the Earth system resides in no one nation. Advancing the skill of weather and climate prediction for a sustainable Earth system is a Global Enterprise for the 21st century and beyond.
The scientific and technological expertise to realise quantum advances in monitoring and predicting atmospheric and oceanic circulations and the two-way interactions with the Earth system resides in no one Agency. Advancing the skill of weather and climate prediction for a sustainable Earth system is a Global Enterprise for the 21st century and beyond.
“All mariners steer by the stars knowing that they may never reach them.”  

V. Bjerknes, 1933